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（Purpose）
Recently safety concerns in regard to manhole covers have arisen. A large number of manhole lids of
combined sewers and drainage sewers have been blown off or floated because of concentrated heavy rain.
Also, regarding sanitary sewers, similar accidents due to inflow of stormwater have been reported.
In the four regional sewerage systems of Shiga Prefecture, there have been numerous reports on manhole
covers floated and sanitary
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（Conclusion）
The flowchart of the study is shown in Figure 1.
The facility priority of the measures was determined based on the weight of urgency according to the
following three viewpoints:
①
②

The number of historical events of manhole covers blown off and sanitary sewer overflows.
Sewers considered to be dangerous according to the various conditions:

・ Structural condition of the sewers/manholes and geographical features
・ Sewers affected by backwater due to operation of pump stations and wastewater treatment plants
③ Sewers considered to be dangerous according to maximum inflow and inflow rate (proportion of inflow
to dry weather flow)
In the four treatment areas there are 1,434 manholes in total and anti-floating lids have already been
introduced to 212 manholes (15%), therefore, the remaining 1,222 manholes were categorized and prioritized
as below:
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